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February is the most hectic month of the year at my office. Most of my clients are active farmers, 
and many of them chose to file their taxes to meet the March 1 filing deadline. As I meet with 
these clients to sift through their W-2s, 1099s, K-1s and financial records to finalize their taxes, 
we usually have a discussion about their intention to contribute to an IRA or other retirement 
plan. They, like many taxpayers, are often unsure of the differences between traditional IRAs 
and Roth IRAs, and even those that understand the difference are unsure which IRA will give 
them the best long term financial outcome. 
 
Mutual funds, individual stocks and bonds, and a wide variety of other financial products are 
available to investors who chose either traditional IRAs or Roth IRAs. The major difference 
between the two types of IRAs is how and when they are taxed. Traditional IRAs are used to 
reduce taxable income in the year the contributions are made. Earnings are also tax free until 
proceeds are withdrawn in retirement, when the original investment and the earnings are taxable. 
In contrast, Roth IRA contributions are made from after-tax income, after which, the earnings 
compound tax free and withdrawals are tax free in retirement.  
 
Choosing an IRA 
Which IRA will provide the best long term financial outcome depends on the relationship 
between the taxpayer’s present tax rate and the taxpayer’s tax rate will be during retirement. 
Both types of IRAs provide the same after-tax proceeds if the taxpayer’s ordinary income tax 
rate remains the same through the contribution and distribution period. For farm families, 
however, it is a distinct possibility that tax rates will be higher during retirement years.  
 
Active farmers have many tax-planning tools at their disposal to postpone taxes, such as 
prepaying expenses, deferring income, and expensing capital purchases. Furthermore, costs of 
both operating and capital assets tend to increase annually, and since farmers through most of 
their careers are in an expansion mode, these increased costs tend to reduce taxable incomes. For 
farm families that will be in a higher tax bracket when they retire, Roth IRAs will provide more 
after tax income. 
 
A traditional IRA’s impact 
As a practical matter, many retired farm families discover that during their retirement years they 
do not have a need for the income that their tax deferred savings will provide. They also discover 
that once they attain age 70.5, they are required to take taxable distributions from their traditional 
IRAs whether they need the income or not.  
 
This, however, is not an issue with Roth IRAs, due to the fact that the tax liability has already 
been satisfied before the contribution is made.  In fact, traditional IRA distributions are always 
subject to income tax, even after the account passes to the next generation through inheritance. 



Roth IRA distributions are never taxable, regardless of which generation is withdrawing from the 
fund. 
 
Finally, traditional IRA distributions by themselves can affect the marginal or top tax rate the 
taxpayer pays. For example, Fred and Mary, a retired farm couple both over 65, want to take a 
large distribution from their traditional IRA for the purchase of a vacation home, and have 
discovered that the large distribution  would push them into a higher tax bracket. Their 2005 
income is $77,800 from farm rent and social security, and is taxed at a top rate of 15%. If they 
take a distribution of $100,000, the federal tax on the distribution will be from 25% to 28%, plus 
state taxes, resulting in them being able to retain only about $66,400 of the withdrawal. 
However, if they had the option to withdraw the $100,000 from a Roth IRA, they would be able 
to retain the entire amount. 
 
Be sure to consult your tax professional for advice on your individual situation, and to find out if 
you qualify for traditional or Roth IRA contributions.  
 


